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SAFE HARBOR STATEMENTS 
Cautionary Note on Forward-looking Statements
The statements made in, and during the course of, this presentation that are not statements of historical fact, including those related to the Company’s commercial 
capabilities, initiatives and production, its product pipeline and associated timelines, its upcoming corporate milestones, and its growth strategy and projections, are 
forward looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.  Forward-looking 
statements in “believe,” “will,” “would,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “estimate,” “plan,” “likely,” and other expressions, which are predictions of, or indicate future 
events and trends, and which do not constitute historical matters, identify forward-looking statements, including, without limitation, relating to the impact of 
macroeconomic volatility, including global pandemics and the related effects of those on our ongoing business operations, clinical studies and future expectations with 
respect to our annual and multi-year business objectives and financial performance, those statements related to the Company’s product pipeline and the launch and 
anticipated adoption and growth of new products, the regulatory status, including plans for expanded indications, of the Company’s current and future products, the 
market potential of the Company’s products, and management’s discussion of the Company’s growth and strategic plans. The Company's actual results could differ 
materially from any anticipated future results, performance or achievements described in the forward-looking statements as a result of a number of factors (some of 
which may be outside of the Company’s control), both known and unknown, including, without limitation, future strategic decisions made by the Company, the results 
of its research and development efforts and the timing of regulatory approvals. Additional factors and risks are described in the Company's periodic reports filed with 
the Securities and Exchange Commission, and they are available on the SEC's website at www.sec.gov. Forward-looking statements are made based on information 
available to the Company on the date of this presentation, and the Company assumes no obligation to update the information contained herein or otherwise presented. 

Cautionary Note on Non-GAAP Financial Measures
This presentation refers to certain non-GAAP financial measures. These non-GAAP financial measures should not be considered replacements for, and should be read 
together with, the most comparable GAAP financial measures. A reconciliation of these non-GAAP financial measures to the most directly comparable GAAP financial 
measures, calculated and presented in accordance with GAAP, is available under the “Quarterly Results” tab in the Investor Relations section of the Company’s website 
at www.anika.com.

Note: this document contains proprietary information of Anika Therapeutics, Inc. Unauthorized use, duplication, dissemination or disclosure to third parties is strictly prohibited. © 2023 Anika Therapeutics, Inc. All rights reserved. ANIKA, 
CINGAL, HYALOFAST, INTEGRITY, MONOVISC, ORTHOVISC, REVOMOTION, TACTOSET, X-SPLINE, and X-TWIST are trademarks or registered trademarks of Anika Therapeutics, Inc. or its subsidiaries. This document may also contain trademarks 
and service marks that are the property of other companies, including certain trademarks licensed to us. The use of third-party trademarks does not constitute an endorsement or imply a relationship or other affiliation.

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/PNBXCpYLBmin866XtDSj07?domain=sec.gov
http://www.anika.com/
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KEY PRODUCT LAUNCHES
in Fastest Growing Segments of Joint Preservation

ANIKA: A WELL-POSITIONED COMPANY WITH A COMPELLING FUTURE

STRONG HYALURONIC ACID (HA) FRANCHISE

SIGNIFICANT 
& ONGOING
CASH FLOW 

GENERATION

Leading osteoarthritis (OA) pain management franchise 
with Monovisc® and Orthovisc® and Cingal® OUS

Newly launched products are expected to generate accelerating 
double-digit topline growth

Strong base business generates resilient cash flow that is funding new product launches in large, growing markets

X-TwistTM 

Fixation System

IntegrityTM 

Patch System

Tactoset®
Expansion 

Hyalofast® (US) 
Cartilage RepairCingal® (US)

Next-Gen OA

RevoMotionTM 

Reverse Shoulder
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MULTIPLE NEW PRODUCT LAUNCHES IN FAST GROWING JOINT 
PRESERVATION MARKETS TO ACCELERATE GROWTH

In 2023 and early 2024, we are launching innovative products in the largest and fastest growing markets that 
compete with existing high value players

Integrity™ Patch 
System*

RevoMotion™ Reverse 
Shoulder System

X-Twist™ 
Fixation System*

Significant 
Investments in 
Pipeline Have 
Vastly Expanded 
Anika’s Market 
Opportunity

$150M+ 
annual market opportunity

$1B+ 
annual market opportunity

$600M+ 
annual market opportunity

* X-Twist biocomposite and Integrity rotator cuff patch system received 510(k) clearance with planned launches in Q1-2024
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Strong
Hybrid*, HYAFF®/PET structure provides superior implant 
handling strength vs. collagen-based products

Versatile
Differentiated lateral-to-medial fixation and technique via tacks and 
darts provides confidence across the continuum of tears

Regenerative
Higher regenerative capacity vs. first generation collagen patches.1 
Composed of proven HYAFF® material with 15 years of safe clinical use2

Easy to Use
Pliable, soft matrix supports arthroscopic insertion

* 80% Hyaff / 20% PET v/v

INTEGRITY™ REGENERATIVE ROTATOR CUFF PATCH SYSTEM 
FIRST SURGERIES PERFORMED Q4-2023; ON-TRACK TO LAUNCH Q1-2024

Arthroscopic, HA-based, efficient system; increased regenerative capacity compared to collagen patches

Leveraged our expertise in hyaluronic acid (HA) and sports medicine to design a 
superior patch and an improved, easier-to-use delivery system

Integrity is generating substantial surgeon interest leading up to market launch, 
attracted to the inherent patch strength, regenerative capacity, and the ability to 
confidentially manipulate and affix the patch

1 Data on file
2 Clinical data on file

Compared to the market leading collagen implant. 
All samples hydrated
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Bone Preserving Design Smallest 
Diameter Threaded Baseplate

Personalized Options Anatomic 
Mid-Lay Humeral 

Enhanced Facility Efficiency
Two Instrument Tray Design 

REVOMOTION™ REVERSE SHOULDER ARTHROPLASTY SYSTEM 
LAUNCHED IN SEPT-2023; AIMTM PLANNING SOFTWARE LAUNCHED NOV-2023

Positive feedback from limited market launch Accelerated full market launch to September at OSET annual meeting

AIM (Anika Implant Management) 3D planning software 
provides surgeons with pre-operative planning for 

RevoMotion and OVOMotion arthroplasty products  
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Versatile Suture Eyelet

Strong Fixation

Open Design Supports Healing

Fast and Easy to Insert (X-Spline™)

SUCCESSFUL FULL MARKET LAUNCH IN 2023 OF X-TWIST™ FIXATION SYSTEM
X-Twist Fixation System is a feature-rich suture anchor platform for soft tissue repairs in the shoulder and other extremities

Easy-to-use and highly effective competitor 
to the market leading offerings

Growth to be amplified in 2024 with recently 510(k)-cleared 
biocomposite to accompany the PEEK version introduced in 2023

The X-Twist is a new addition to the Anika 
sports medicine portfolio that brings their 
anchor options to the highest standard in 
orthopedics in the market. The 
instrumentation is easy to use and 
intuitive, and fixation is robust. The 
X-Twist can easily be used for nearly any 
soft tissue repair within the shoulder and 
throughout the body.”         

Dr. Christopher E. Baker, M.D.
Florida Orthopedics Institute, Tampa, FL

X-Twist Biocomposite Cleared Sept. 19, 2023
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ADVANCING HYALOFAST® AND CINGAL® TOWARDS FDA APPROVAL
Expecting final PMA module filing with FDA in 2025 for Hyalofast US Launch in 2026

• Single-stage, off-the-shelf, resorbable, HA-based scaffold for cartilage repair 

• Provides entry into $1 billion U.S. knee cartilage repair market

• Recently completed enrollment of pivotal phase III study in U.S.

• Designated as breakthrough device by FDA allowing prioritized interaction and review

• Already selling in more than 30 countries OUS

• Positioned to win against Vericel’s market-leading MACI based on clinical data1

Engaging with FDA regarding Next Steps for Cingal
• Cingal is poised to be a game-changing OA pain product in the U.S., as demonstrated by its 

consistent double-digit international growth with a >$1 billion U.S. market opportunity

• Highly differentiated next generation OA pain product with significant clinical and real-world 
advantages vs. existing therapies as demonstrated by continued growth in over 35 countries OUS

• Evaluating significant interest from potential partners in Asia, as well as the US

• Engaging with FDA for next steps toward potential approval

• Positioned to win against Pacira Biosciences’ Zilretta based on clinical data1

8

1  Clinical data on file
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COMMITTED PATH TO PROFITABILITY, DRIVING COMMERCIAL 
EXECUTION WHILE ACTIVELY MANAGING COSTS

Positioning to drive significant growth in coming years
• Targeting sustained double-digit JPR growth, with RevoMotion, Tactoset, and X-Twist PEEK now launched 

and Integrity and X-Twist Biocomposite coming to market in early 2024

• Continued above-market growth in OA Pain Management led by Monovisc globally and Cingal OUS

Following significant operational progress, actively managing OpEx spend 
• Significant progress in launching key products and addressing Medical Device Regulations (MDR) enables 

savings and improved operating leverage

• Continue cost-conscious hybrid sales model while enhancing focus

- Executing on hiring very targeted direct sales reps focused on regenerative solutions and sports 
medicine to augment our hybrid channel and penetrate underperforming accounts and/or geographies

- Addition of direct sales resources will not increase overall OpEx spend

Confident in margin expansion as Anika pivots to accelerated top and bottom-line growth
• Committed path to profitability, driving operating leverage as growth accelerates and costs stabilize

9
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Key Value 
Drivers 

Executing market launches of Integrity and X-Twist Biocomposite in Q1-2024 
expand opportunities in fast growing rotator cuff augmentation market

RevoMotion fully launched in September 2023 on very positive surgeon 
feedback from limited release

Driving double-digit joint preservation growth with new launches underway 
(RevoMotion, X-Twist PEEK, Tactoset launched; Integrity and X-Twist biocomposite launch in Q1-2024)

Implementation of focused direct sales effort to augment existing hybrid commercial structure 

Beginning modular PMA filing for Hyalofast in 2024, with final module in 2025

Focused efforts to securing US and OUS Cingal partnerships 
Continue to engage FDA on solidifying pathway to approval in the U.S. 

Healthy balance sheet, no debt and committed path to profitability
Driving operating leverage as growth accelerates and costs remain stable
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63%

32%

5%

90%

2%
8%

Key Statistics

Founded 1992

Headquarters Bedford, MA

Total Employees ~350

Countries Served 75+

Revenue (TTM2) $163M

Cash & Investments3 $71M

ANIKA SNAPSHOT (NASDAQ: ANIK)
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RESTORING ACTIVE LIVING FOR PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD

Revenue Growth and 
Diversification

~11% CAGR

Company Background
› 30+ years of global expertise in  

Hyaluronic Acid (HA)-based products; 
20+ years in bone preserving joint 
solutions and sports medicine

› #1 Market Position1 in HA-based 
osteoarthritis (OA) pain 
management in U.S. and double-
digit Cingal growth OUS

› Diversified and innovative joint 
preservation portfolio

• OA Pain Management
• Regenerative Solutions
• Sports Medicine
• Arthrosurface Joint Solutions

› Delivering on differentiated product 
pipeline including Hyalofast ®  and 
Cingal® advancing toward U.S. 
regulatory approval

$115M $156M

OA Pain Management

Joint Preservation and Restoration

Non-Orthopedic

2019 2022

1 2023 SmartTRAK data   

2 Trailing twelve months as of Sept. 30, 2023
3 As of Sept. 30 , 2023



Joint PreservationPre-treatment,
Conservative Treatment

Traditional Total
Joint Replacements

OVO® & 
OVOMotion®

Tactoset®

SpeedSpiral® 

CMC

PF Wave®/ 
WaveKahuna® Hyalofast® (OUS)

Total 
WristMotion®

Monovisc®

Orthovisc®

Cingal® (OUS)

Synd-EZ™

Syndesmosis

1st Metatarsal
(Hemi & Total)

Glenojet ®

Draw Tight™

X-Twist™

 Fixation System 

Actiflip™ 

Biceps

RevoMotion™ 
Reverse Shoulder

OA Pain Management Arthrosurface
Joint SolutionsSports MedicineRegenerative Solutions

ATLAS™ CMC

ANIKA’S SOLUTIONS ACROSS THE ORTHOPEDIC CONTINUUM OF CARE

Integrity™ 
Patch System1



EXPANDING MARKET OPPORTUNITY IN JOINT PRESERVATION
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1 Combination of iData, SmartTRAK, and internal estimates; 2 SmartTRAK and Anika internal estimates. CAGR 2021-2026
3 Received 510(k) clearance from FDA in Q3-2023; planned launch in Q1-2024

Extremities
>$4B

HA/Visco
>$1B

Regen
>$1B

Soft Tissue
>$2B

ANIKA PORTFOLIO

OA Pain Management (HA/Visco)
Monovisc®

Orthovisc®

Cingal® (International)
► Cingal (U.S.)

Regenerative Solutions
Tactoset®

Hyalofast® (International)
► IntegrityTM Rotator Cuff Patch System3

► Hyalofast (U.S.)

Sports Medicine (Soft Tissue)
X-TwistTM Fixation System
Suture Anchors
► Biocomposite Anchors3

► Implants, Instruments and Kits

Arthrosurface Joint Solutions 
(Extremities)
OVOMotion® Shoulder
RevoMotionTM Reverse Shoulder
WristMotion® Arthroplasty
Upper and Lower Extremity Implants
► Shoulder, Foot and Ankle Implants

► Denotes Product Development Roadmap

MARKET
GROWTH RATES2

FROM $1B IN 2019 TO $8B+ TODAY
IN GLOBAL MARKET OPPORTUNITY1

~7% CAGR

~1% CAGR

~5% CAGR

~8% CAGR



Product Category Development/Clinical FDA To Market

Cingal®

Hyalofast® 
Cartilage 
Repair

IntegrityTM

Rotator Cuff 
Patch System

Tactoset® 
Expansion

X-TwistTM

Fixation 
System

RevoMotionTM 
Reverse 
Shoulder

Regenerative

OA Pain Mgmt.

HIGHLY DIFFERENTIATED PIPELINE SOLVES UNMET NEEDS IN EARLY INTERVENTION ORTHOPEDICS
$3B+ MARKET OPPORTUNITY OPENED BY SUCCESSIVE PRODUCT LAUNCH CADENCE

Note: Last Patient Out (LPO)

Sports Medicine

Arthrosurface
Joint Solutions

BMA Launched Q2-23 

Launched Q3-23

Pivotal enrolled; LPO early 2025         Est. PMA filing complete 2025

3rd Phase III study achieved 
primary endpoint – 10/2022

Cleared in Q3-23

PEEK Launched Q1-23
Biocomp Launch in Q1-24

Contrast 510(k) filed in 2023

Launch in Q1-24

Est. U.S. Market Size ($)1

Biocomposite cleared in Q3-23

$1B+3

$600M+

$100M+

$150M+

$1B+

Regenerative

Regenerative

15

$1B+3

1 SmartTRAK 2023 and internal estimates for current market size
2 Overall timing is unknown, largely dependent upon nonclinical testing plan and FDA’s feedback on scientific bridging study proposal
3 SmartTRAK 2023 and internal estimates for market size by 2027

Engaged with FDA to inform next steps2 

Est. Launch in 2026
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